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Abstract: Assessment of the potential impact of climate change on hydrology and water resources of rivers is important for
future planning and management of water resources. The objective of this paper is to predict the impact of climate change on
stream flow of Kulfo River. This study used Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) model and hypothetical climate change
scenarios based on the fifth assessment report of Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and by review different
research papers on climate change to investigate the current and two future scenarios 2050s and 2080s stream flow magnitude in
the River. The SWAT mode was calibrated and Validated against stream flow and attained coefficient of determination 0.81 and
0.92, and Nash Sutcliffe Efficient of 0.68 and 0.78 during calibration and validation respectively. The hypothetical climate
scenarios were compared to the observed baseline period (1987-2014) and the potential impact of climate change on stream flow
quantified as, the average annual stream flow of Kulfo River is projected to increase by 5.42%, in 2050s. In contrast it was found
to give the maximum decrease in discharge by -8.2% in 2080s. Increasing temperature by 0.5°C decreased stream flow rates by
2.99% in 2050s while 10% drops in rainfall resulted in a stream flow reduction by 5.28% in 2080s. Overall, the results show that
stream flow in the Kulfo River will be more sensitive to change in precipitation than change in temperature.
Keywords: Climate Change Impact, Hydrologic Model, Stream Flow, SWAT Model

1. Introduction
Changes in precipitation patterns and air temperature due to
climate change may alter the availability (quality and quantity)
of water leading to new challenges for water resource
planning and management in many regions throughout the
world [1, 2]. Nowadays, there is strong scientific evident that
the average temperature of the Earth‘s surface is increasing
due to greenhouse gas emissions. The Fifth Assessment
Report (AR5) of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC 2015) on climate change points out that the
average annual global surface air temperature for 2081–2100
relative to 1986 –2005 is projected to likely be higher in the
ranges 2.6°C to 4.8°C under high emission scenarios while sea
level has risen by the year 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m, and these
increases have been partially attributed to the accumulation of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere [3]. Such changes could

affect the hydrological cycle. The hydrological cycle plays a
key role in regulating the dynamics of natural systems. As a
country, Ethiopia is referred as a water tower of Northeast
Africa. Ethiopia has twelve major river basins as shown in
figure 1.
Climate change will reduce water availability, hydropower
potential and changing seasonality of flows in many regions [5,
6]. Thus, understanding climate change and its impact on
stream flow is important for water resources management.
Literature on the application of adaptation measures to
changing climatic conditions is very limited and the need for
more work is evident on the development of adaptation
strategies for mitigating negative impacts of climate change in
water resources management practice [4].
Identifying the trends and relationships between rainfall,
temperature and stream flow is fundamental to understanding
the influence of climate change on the river discharge. Many
studies [3, 32-37] have shown that rainfall is the first
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atmospheric factor that directly affects the stream flow. There
are also a number of studies [34-37] which found that changes
in rainfall are not sufficient to explain the trends in the stream
flow.
In this study, Kulfo Rive in the Abaya-Chamo sub-basin of
the southern Ethiopian Rift Valley, which is one of the most
sensitive areas to climate change, is selected as the study area
[7, 8]. Due to these reasons climate change has become a
major topic of interest. The objective of this study is to predict
climate change impacts on stream flow of Kulfo River, by
using hydrological models, SWAT (Soil and Water
Assessment Tool) with assumed plausible hypothetical
climatic input scenarios according to the IPCC fifth
assessment report.
Section 2 presents the location of the study area, data types
and sources, as well as the methods used in this study and
provides brief descriptions of the SWAT model. The study
results, including the parameters sensitivity analysis,

calibration and validation of the model simulated stream flow
under climate change and Stream Flow Sensitivity Analysis
are presented and discussed in Section 3. Finally, the
conclusions of present study are discussed in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Area
The study area, Kulfo River watershed is located in
Gamo-Gofa zone, South Nation, Nationality People Region
regional state, with in the Abaya-Chamo sub-basin of the
southern Ethiopian Rift Valley. The watershed is situated
between 5°58’ N- 6°18’N latitude and 37°18’E-37°38’E
longitude; and has a land area of 391 km2. Kulfo River is a
tributary of the Lake Chamo system, draining the western
Garbsen shoulder and joining Lake Abaya-Lake Chamo just in
the transition zone [9, 10].

Figure 1. Location of Kulfo River.

2.2. Data Availability
The necessary input data required for the setup of the SWAT
model were weather data, hydrological data, Climatic
Scenario data and spatial data which were collated from
different sources.

2.2.1. Weather Data and Hydrological Data
The weather data such as daily precipitation, daily
maximum and minimum temperature, sunshine hour, relative
humidity and daily wind speed were collected from the
Ethiopian National Meteorology Service Agency. These data
were used as the input to the SWAT hydrological model for the
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simulation of the hydrological components.
SWAT simulates stream flow, sediment yield, nutrient and
pesticide transport at catchment scale, on a continuous, daily
time step [11]. Hydrological data were required for calibration
and validation of the SWAT model. Daily observed flow data
were collected from the Hydrology Department of Ministry of
Water, Irrigation and Electricity.
2.2.2. Climatic Scenario Data
Hypothetical or synthetic scenarios which develops by
changing the particular climate element in plausible and
arbitrary amount (e.g. +2°C, +4°C change from the baseline
temperature and ± 5%, ± 10%, ± 20% change from the
baseline precipitation) [12]. For this particular study [12],
were adopted in order to analysis the sensitivity of stream flow
towards climate change. Based on the IPCC Fifth assessment
Reports and different literatures on climate, the temperature
range for 2050s (+2.5°C to 3°C) and for 2080s (+4°C to 5°C)
is adopted for present study. The precipitation ranges based on
study presented by Abraham et al. and Habtom is adopted as (20% to +20%) [13, 14].
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data needed for setting up the model for this work in the study
area are available make the choice of the SWAT model
appropriate. SWAT can be used to examine large or small
catchments by discretizing them into sub-basins, which are
then additionally sub-divided for modelling determination the
catchments are separated into a number of sub-basins which
will be divided into hydrological response units (HRUs) each
having unique land use, soil types, and management and slope
characteristics.

2.2.3. Spatial Data
Digital elevation model (DEM) of 30 m by 30 m SRTM was
downloaded from the USGS (earth explorer.usgs.gov) website
in raster form. Catchment characteristics like slope gradient,
stream network and stream characteristics were derived from
the DEM using the automatic watershed delineation tool in Arc
SWAT. The land use /land cover data and soil data were
collected from GIS department of Ministry of Water, Irrigation
and Electricity. Necessary corrections and projection have been
made for spatial data in GIS environment.
2.3. Study Design
The main tools used for model input data preparation were:
Arc SWAT (2012), SWAT-CUP (2012) Version 5.16,
PCPSTAT.exe, Dew02.exe, and New_LocClim_1.10 (Local
Climate Estimator version 1.10). The methodology followed
in the current study can be described as follow: Data collection,
data preparation, running model, sensitivity analysis,
calibration and validation of the model, model performance
evaluation, model result analysis, scenario selection and
finally checking climate change impact on stream flow. In
order to understand how each part works within the modelling
process, it is important to know the conceptual framework of
each step, as well as what data are used and how they are
integrated in to Arc SWAT.
2.4. SWAT Model Description
Soil and Water Assessment Tool (SWAT) [15] is a
comprehensive, semi-distributed river basin model that
requires a large number of input parameters, which
complicates model parameterization and calibration. SWAT
operates on a daily time step and is designed to predict the
impact of land use and management on water, sediment, and
agricultural chemical yields in un gauged watersheds [16]. All
these characteristics of the model along with the fact that the

Figure 2. Flow chart of Arc SWAT processing steps.

SWAT simulate the hydrologic process based on the water
balance equation [17].
Wt

SW

!

R

Q

Q

(1)

Where: SWt = the final soil water content (mm), SWo = the
initial water content (mm), t = the time (days), #$%& = the
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amount of precipitation on day i (mm), Qsurf = the amount of
surface runoff on day i (mm), Ea = the amount of
evapotranspiration on day i (mm), Wseep = the amount of water
entering the vadose zone from the soil profile on day i (mm),
Qgw = the amount of return flow on day i (mm).
SWAT provides two methods for modelling surface runoff.
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) curve number [18] and
the Green and Ampt infiltration method [19]. The method
used for this work is the curve number method due to the daily
based data that we have for the study.
2.5. SWAT-CUP
SWAT-CUP is specially developed by Abbaspour to
interface
with
the
SWAT
model
[20].
Any
calibration/uncertainty or sensitivity program can easily be
linked to SWAT model by using this generic interface. In this
study, the SUFI-2 algorithm was used to investigate sensitivity
in stream flow prediction. A multiple regression system with
Latin hypercube samples by means of objective function
values was used in calculating the responsive parameter
sensitivities, with the detailed method specified by [21]. The
t-test and the p-values were used to provide a measure and the
significance of the sensitivity, respectively. The larger in
absolute values are more sensitive than the lower ones, while a
value closer to zero has more significance [22].
2.6. Sensitivity Analysis
Parameters identified in sensitivity analysis that influence
predicted outputs are often used to calibrate a model [23].
Therefore sensitivity analysis as an instrument for the
assessment of the input parameters with respect to their impact
on model output [24]. The main purpose of sensitivity analysis
is to understand the model behavior in response to variations
of different calibration parameter [4].
2.7. Model Calibration and Validation
Model calibration is a means of adjusting or fine tuning
model parameters to match with the observed data as much as
possible, with limited range of deviation accepted. Similarly,
model validation is testing of calibrated model results with
independent data set without any further adjustment at different
spatial and temporal scales. As the model predictive capability
was demonstrated as being reasonable in both the calibration
and validation phases, the model was used for future predictions
under different management scenario [25]. The statistical
criteria (R2), NSE), ( PBIAS) and (RSR) are used to make sure
that the simulated values is within the accuracy range.
2.8. Model Performance Evaluation
The performance of a model must be evaluated on the extent
of its accuracy, consistency, and adaptability [26]. The
performance of the model in simulating stream flow is
evaluated using SWAT-CUP. According to Moriasi, the analysis
use four commonly used goodness-of-fit tests [27] as follow:
Coefficient of Determination [R2]: The coefficient of
determination, denoted by R2, it provides a measure of how well

observed outcomes are explained by the prediction. A value of
zero means no correlation at all, whereas one means the
prediction is equal to that of the observation [27]. It is given by:
+
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Where: n is umber of observed data points, R2 is coefficient
of determination, Qobs is the observed flow (m3/s), Qobs mean is
the mean of observed flow (m3/s), Qsimu is the simulated flow
((m3/s) and Qsimu mean is the mean of simulated flow (m3/s).
Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NSE): Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient
measures the efficiency of the model by relating the goodness
of fit of the model to the variance of the measured data,
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiencies can range from −∞ to 1. An
efficiency of 1 corresponds to a perfect match of simulated
discharge to the observed data. An efficiency of 0 indicates that
the model predictions are as accurate as the mean of the
observed data [28]. The formula for Nash Sutcliffe (NSE) is:
NSE = 1 − @
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Where: NSE is Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient, Qobs is the
observed flow (m3/s), Q mean is the mean of observed flow
(m3/s), Qsimu is the simulated flow (m3/s), and n is umber of
observed data points.
Percent bias ( PBIAS): Percent bias measures the average
tendency of the simulated data to be larger or smaller than
their observed counterparts. The optimal value of PBIAS is 0,
with low-magnitude values indicating accurate model
simulation. Positive values indicate model underestimation
bias, and negative values indicate model overestimation bias
[27]. PBIAS is calculated with the following equation:
PBIAS = @
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Where: PBIAS is the deviation of data being evaluated
expressed as a percentage, QBC is the observed value and
Q E is the simulated value.
Observations Standard Deviation Ratio (RSR): Observations
Standard Deviation Ratio (RSR), RSR is calculated as the ratio
of the root mean square error and standard deviation of
measured data, as shown in the following equation:
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Where: STDEVobs is standard deviation of observed data
of the constituent being evaluated, Q b E is the i d simulated
value for the constituent being evaluated, QBC is the i d
observation for the constituent being evaluated, QEe f is the
mean of observed data for the constituent being evaluated, g
is the total number of observation. RSR varies from the
optimal value of 0, which indicates zero RMSE or residual
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variation and therefore perfect model simulation, to a large
positive value. Moriasi suggested a general performance
rating for the recommended statistics for a monthly time step
for SWAT model [27].
Table 1. Performance ratings of recommended statistics for monthly stream
flow.
Performance rating

RSR

Very good

0 i RSR i 0.5 0.75<NSEi 1

NSE

PBIAS (%)
PBIAS < 10
15 i PBIAS < 25

0.5< RSi 0.6

10i PBIAS < 15

Satisfactory

0.6<RSRi 0.7

0.65<NSEi0.75

Unsatisfactory

RSR > 0.70

NSE i 0.5

PBIAS l 25

Good

0.5< NS i 0.65
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Model Sensitivity Analysis
Twenty seven SWAT parameters were considered for the
model parameterization and sensitivity analysis. The most
sensitive parameters were identified using global sensitivity
analysis method in SWAT-CUP, SUFI2 as suggested by
Abbaspour [22]. The top eight most sensitive parameters were
used for stream flow calibration and validation. The most eight
sensitive parameters were selected based on t-stat and p-values.
A t-stat provides a measure of sensitivity (larger in absolute
value are more sensitive), whereas p-values the significance of
the sensitivity, a value close to zero is more significant.

Table 2. Results of the sensitive parameters of Kulfo River (sensitive parameters, t-stat, P-value, sensitivity rank, maximum, minimum and fitted values using
SUFI2).
No

Parameters Name

t-Stat

P-Value

Fitted Value

Min value

Max value

Sensitivity Rank

1

CN2.mgt

-17.5

0.000

-0.85

-0.2

0.2

1

2

ALPHA_BF.gw

-8.90

0.000

0.24

0

1

2

3

CH_K2.rte

8.03

0.000

87.9

5

130

3

4

GW_DELAY.gw

1.18

0.239

372.3

30

450

4

5

ESCO.hru

-1.16

0.247

0.96

0.8

1

5

6

SOL_AWC.sol

0.34

0.735

-0.09

-0.2

0.4

6

7

GWQMN.gw

-0.32

0.753

0.50

0

2

7

8

REVAPMN.gw

-0.084

0.933

2.41

0

10

8

Based on A t-test and p-value, from the model out put the
first three most sensitive parameters are SCS runoff curve
number (CN2), Base flow alpha factor (ALPHA_BF) and
Effective hydraulic conductivity of the main channel
(CH_K2). The remaining parameters such as, Ground water
Delay (GW_DELAY), Soil evaporation compensation factor
(ESCO), Soil available water capacity (SOL_AWC), the
threshold depth of water in shallow aquifer required for return
flow (GWQMN) and threshold depth of water in the shallow
aquifer for "revap" to occur (REVAPMN) are the 4th, 5fth, 6th,
7th and 8th sensitive parameters respectively.

Percent Bias (PBIAS). In present study RSR = 0.57 and
PBIAS = 20% which is in the range of good and satisfactory
respectively.
The comparison of the observed and simulated stream flow
for Kulfo River during the calibration period was presented in
figure 3. The time series data of the observed and simulated
flows on monthly basis were plotted for visual comparison
and the scatter plot of monthly stream flow showing a
good-fitting relationship of the observed and simulated values
for calibration as shown in figure 4.

3.2. Assessment of the Performance of SWAT Model in
Simulation of Stream Flow
3.2.1. Calibration of Monthly Stream Flow
After the sensitive parameters identification, calibration of
the model was executed to evaluate the performance of the
model simulation using automatic calibration tools
(SWAT-CUP SUFI2) algorithms. The calibration processes
were considered 8 most sensitive parameters as shown in table
2 and their values were varied iteratively within the allowable
ranges until satisfactory agreement between measured and
simulated stream flow was obtained. The calibration results
show that the coefficient of determination (R2) and
Nash-Sutcliff Efficient (NSE) is 0.81 and 0.68 respectively.
These are according to Moriasi suggestion the performance
rating is under very good and good respectively [27]. The
researchers also consider Standard Deviation Ratio (RSR) and

Figure 3. Average monthly observed and simulated stream flows of Kulfo
River during calibration period (1991-1999).
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Figure 4. Scatter plot of observed and simulated stream flow for Kulfo River
during calibration period.

3.2.2. Validation of Monthly Stream Flow
Validation is evaluation of the model outputs with an
independent data set without making further adjustments. The
process is to confirm that the simulation is good enough that the
validation was carried out using the calibrated parameters [29].
For model validation the reaming observed stream flow of Kulfo
hydrological station was used. In the validation process the
model was run with a parameter set without any change of the
parameter during the calibration process. The four performance
indicators during the calibration were again used in the validation
period to evaluate the performance of the model. The Validation
result showed that the coefficient of determination (R2) and the
Nash-Sutcliff efficient (NSE) are 0.92 and 0.78 respectively.
These are according to Moriasi suggestion the performance
rating is Very good for both R2 and NSE [27]. The Standard
Deviation Ratio (RSR) and Percent Bias (PBIAS) is 0.46 and
21% which is under Very good and satisfactory range
respectively. The time series data of the observed and simulated
flows on monthly basis were plotted for comparison (Figure 5).
The scatter plot value of the measured and simulated flow has
shown a linear correlation between the data sets (figure 6)

Figure 6. Scatter plot of observed and simulated stream flow of Kulfo River
during validation period.

Generally, the Stream flow calibration and validation
results on monthly basis obtained from SWAT-CUP, SUFI-2
were summarized in table 3 as follows:
Table 3. Stream flow calibration and validation results on monthly basis
(Model performance evaluation results).
Variable
R2
NSE
RSR
PBIAS
Measured Average monthly flow (m3/s)
Simulated Average monthly flow (m3/s)

Calibration
0.81
0.68
0.57
20
4.79
3.65

Validation
0.92
0.78
0.46
21
5.89
4.43

The strong correlation between the measured flow and the
simulated (figure 4 and 6) showed that the generation of
stream flow in the Kulfo River is well captured by the model
during both calibration and validation. However, according to
[30] the model underestimated meaning the simulated average
monthly flow (3.65m3/s) compared to the measured flow (4.79
m3/s) during calibration and the simulated average monthly
flow (4.43 m3/s) compared to the measured flow (5.89 m3/s)
during Validation. In general, the results indicate that SWAT is
a capable model to estimate stream flow in the study area.
Therefore; the calibrated model was used to assess the
response of stream flow to future climate change with
reasonable degree of confidence.
3.3. Assessment of the Potential Impact of Climate Change
on Stream Flow of Kulfo River

Figure 5. Average monthly observed and simulated stream flow of Kulfo
River during the validation period (2006-2011).

In this study, the analysis of climate change impact on
stream flow has been focused on predicting the potential
impacts that changes in temperature and rainfall will cause on
stream flow. For this purpose, two simulation sets were
performed.
i. Evaluation of the effect caused in stream flow by
changes in each of the variables (temperature and
rainfall).
ii. Analyses of the response of stream flow to combine
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effect of the two variables.
3.3.1. Stream Flow Sensitivity Analysis
The changes in discharge under the impact of climate
change were investigated by using several hypothetical
scenarios (synthetic approach) applied to the base line period
(1987–2014) meteorological data. A hypothetical
temperature increase (0°C, +2.5°C, +3°C) for the year 2050s
and (0°C, +4°C, +4.5°C +5°C) for the year 2080s with
precipitation change (-20% to +20%) (10% increment) is
applied based on IPCC fifth assessment report [12] and
previous studies on climate to examine the change of the
SWAT simulated monthly stream flow. A detailed analysis of
change in temperature (∆T) and precipitation (∆P) impact on
stream flow of Kulfo River for the year 2050s and 2080s are
separately discussed as follows:

Figure 7. Changes in annual mean stream flow (%) of Kulfo River due to
changing in ∆P = -20% to +20% and ∆T= 0 for 2050s.

Table 4. Results of mean annual discharge (m3/s) due to changes in
temperature and precipitation for the year 2050s.
∆P

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

∆T ( 0 )

8.9852

9.2152

9.4497

9.8113

9.9812

∆T (T+2.5°C)

8.9606

9.1882

9.1956

9.7915

9.9619

∆T (T+3°C)

8.8252

8.9985

9.1798

9.6954

9.8634

Table 5. Results of changes in mean annual discharge (%) due to the
changes in temperatures and precipitation for the year 2050s.
∆P

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

∆T ( 0 )

- 4.92

- 2.48

0

3.83

5.2

∆T (T+2.5°C)

-5.18

- 2.767

- 2.69

3.6

5.1

∆T (T+3°C)

- 6.6

- 4.775

- 2.86

2.6

4.38

Table 6. Results of mean annual discharge (m3/s) due to changes in
temperature and precipitation for the year 2080s.
∆P

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

∆T (T+4°C)

8.8754

9.1657

9.1856

9.7084

9.9615

∆T (T+4.5°C)

8.7957

9.1568

9.1758

9.6987

9.9517

∆T (T+5°C)

8.6792

9.1498

9.1674

9.5987

9.9416

Table 7. Results of changes in mean annual discharge (%) due to changes in
temperature and precipitation for the year 2080s.
∆P

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

20%

∆T (T+4°C)

-6.08

-3.01

-2.80

2.74

5.42

∆T (T+4.5°C)

-6.92

-3.1

-2.90

2.64

5.31

∆T (T+5°C)

-8.2

-3.2

-2.99

2.09

5.21

Figure 8. Mean monthly stream flow of Kulfo River due to ∆P= -20% to + 20%
and ∆T= 0 for 2050s.

3.3.3. Sensitivity to Temperature Change for the Year 2050s
The relative sensitivity of stream flow to the changes in
temperature, while keeping the precipitation unchanged, gives
a moderate changes in stream flow as compare to the changes
due to precipitation (Figure 9, table 4 and table 5). The
sensitivity was found non-linear. Mean monthly discharge for
variable temperature holding precipitation constant is shown
in Figure 9. It is observed that the peak discharge is found in
May and October. Changes in monthly mean discharge is
shown in Figure 10. Discharge is found to decrease in all cases
due to increase in temperature.

3.3.2. Sensitivity to Precipitation Change for the Year 2050s
For Kulfo River changes in average annual stream flow
due to the changes in precipitation, while holding the
temperature constant are shown in Figure 7, table 4 and table
5. Different precipitation scenarios are analyzed which
include -20% to +20% to the base period of 1987-2014.
Mean monthly discharge for variable precipitation while
fixing temperature constant is shown in Figure 8. It is
observed that the peak discharge is found in May and
October in almost all cases.
Figure 9. Change in mean annual stream flow (%) due to change in
temperature for constant precipitation for 2050s.
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precipitation (-20% to +20%) for the year 2050s and (0°, 4°,
4.50 and 5°C ) for the year 2080s were considered. Figure 13
and 14 and table 4, 5, 6 and 7 shows that the change in ∆Q is
very much small and no rapid increase or decrease in the flow
has been found for temperature change holding precipitation
constant.

Figure 10. Mean monthly discharge (m3/s) for variable temperature holding
precipitation constant for 2050s.

3.3.4. Sensetivity to Temperature Change for the Year 2080s
The relative sensitivity of stream flow to the changes in
temperature, while holding the precipitation constant for the
year 2080s also assessed with similar procedure for the year
2050s in the above section. The results also indicate that the
discharge is found to decrease in all cases due to increase in
temperature and evaporation all over the River.
Figure 13. Changes in annual discharge (%) of Kulfo River due to changing
in both ∆P and ∆T for 2050s.

Figure 11. Changes in annual Q (%) of Kulfo River due to changing in
temperature holding precipitation constant for 2080s.

Figure 14. Changes in annual discharge (%) of Kulfo River due to changing
in both ∆P and ∆T for 2080s.

3.4. Climate Change Impact on Flow of Kulfo River

Figure 12. Mean monthly discharge (m3/s) for variable temperature for
constant precipitation (∆P =0%) for 2080s.

3.3.5. Sensetivity to The Combined Effect of Temperature
and Precipitation
Sensitivity of the stream flow when both temperature and
precipitation changes were also analyzed. Combination of
temperature change (0°, 2.5° and 3°C) with the change of

Compared to the baseline period flow, the average annual
stream flow of Kulfo River is increase by 5.2% (for ∆T=0 and
∆P = 20%) scenarios in the year 2050s. Similarly it is increase
by 6.82% (∆T = 0 and ∆P = 20%) scenarios in the year 2080s.
But, when ∆T = 3°C and ∆P = -20% (worst case scenario) it
was found to give the maximum reduction in discharge about
-6.6% compared to the base line flow in 2050s. Again in 2080s,
when ∆T = 5°C and ∆P = -20% (worst case scenarios) it was
found that the maximum reduction in discharge about -8.2%
compared to the base line flow. These are due to projected
changes to the primary climatic factors (temperature and
precipitation). SWAT simulated the mean annual and monthly
stream flow for projected climate change scenarios. It was
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found that the discharge of Kulfo River is more increasing
when precipitation increasing and decreasing when
temperature increasing over the 21st century. The results show
that the increased precipitation usually causes an increase in
discharge while the increased temperature causes decrease in
discharge by increasing evaporative losses. These results are
close to those obtained by Anwar who analyzed the climate
change impact on stream flow in the upper Gilgel Abay
Catchment, Blue Nile basin Ethiopia using the SDSM [31].
These authors predicted the increase in climate variable
(temperature and precipitation) increase mean annual stream
flow by 7.9% and 6.4% for 2050s and 2080s under B2
scenario.
Finally, for this particular study, increasing temperature by
0.5°C from (2.5°C to 3°C) and from 4.5°C to 5°C, the
maximum decreased in stream flow rates by 2.86% in 2050s
and 2.99% in 2080s; while 10% (from -10% to -20%) drops in
rainfall resulted in a stream flow reduce by 4.92% and 5.28%
in 2050s and 2080s respectively. These results indicate that
stream flow in the Kulfo River will be more sensitive to
change in” precipitation” than to change in temperature. This
result is consistent with [32-36] who have shown that rainfall
is the primary atmospheric factor that directly affects the
stream flow patterns. In contrast, there are also studies which
are dis agreement with our findings (e.g. [37-40]) who found
that changes in rainfall are not sufficient to explain the trends
in the stream flow.

4. Conclusion
A SWAT hydrological model calibration and validation
guided by sensitivity analysis. The sensitivity analysis pointed
out eight most critical parameters that control the surface,
sub-surface and evaporation hydrological processes of the
studied area. The result of hydrological model calibration and
validation indicated that the SWAT model simulates the flow
significantly well for the study area. The model performance
criterion which is used to evaluate the model result, the
regression coefficient (R2 = 0.81 and 0.92) and the
Nash-Sutcliffe simulation efficiency (NSE = 0.68 and 0.78)
gained during calibration and validation respectively showed
this fact.
The stream flow sensitivity analysis indicates that Kulfo
River is more sensitive to precipitation than temperature
change. Compared to current (1987-2014) condition, the
projected precipitation by +10% the maximum projected
increase in discharge of 5.2% was found for 2050s and 6.82%
for 2080s. But, when temperature is +3°C and+5°C the
maximum projected decrease in discharge occur which is
-2.86% in 2050s and -2.99% in 2080s respectively.
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